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Personal memories and retrospective on the support of VDD Group North America 
(GNA) with the introduction of the JGHV testing system in North America during 
the years 1998 - 2014. 
 
In the run-up to the Annual General Meeting of the Deutsch-Drahthaar Association in 
March 1998, I was asked by the then Chairman of VDD to assist the Chairman of GNA, 
Roger M. Green, during the upcoming Annual General Meetings of VDD and the JGHV. 
We were introduced to each other, and this meeting would become the beginning of a 
close, constructive, and goal-oriented collaboration and friendship that has lasted to this 
day. 
 
A lively exchange about the JGHV testing system and its implementation in North 
America had begun. Time and effort were spent communicating by telephone and fax, 
as computer technology at that time was far from being as sophisticated as it is today.  
In the course of the discussions in 1999, it became apparent that a first official JGHV 
Association Judges' Training Seminar should be held in North America. The two 
Chairmen of VDD Group North America (GNA) and VDD Group Canada (GCA) planned 
three training dates for the year 2000. 
 
In the three seminars, the development of the German hunting dog system at the end of 
the 19th century was explained to the participants.  
Against the backdrop of the ethically demanding hunting practiced in Germany, the 
breeding objectives of the smooth- and rough-coated German pointing dog breed clubs 
founded at the turn of the century had to be explained to the North American breed club 
members.  
   
In their founding years, the German pointing dog breed clubs had begun to breed high 
performance, versatile pointing dogs for hunting "before" and "after" the shot. The motto 
was "Durch Leistung zum Typ" (“Through performance to type”). 
In contrast to this, in the English and French-speaking countries to this day, it is 
customary to use pointing dogs bred exclusively for work "before" the shot.   
 
In this context, the JGHV Test Regulations "VZPO and VGPO" were dealt with in detail 
at the seminars. Lively discussions and questions by the participating hunting dog 
handlers followed, all of which required clear answers and clarifications. The content 
and objectives of the indispensable JGHV natural ability tests (VJP and HZP) for young 
dogs of the German pointing breeds, compared to the pure performance test (VGP), had 
to be explained in detail. 
  
For many of the North American breeders and handlers of German hunting dogs 
present, these explanations were completely new territory. 
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In particular, the Association Judges were challenged to have to judge natural ability 
tests using "should" provisions and "discretionary leeway" in contrast to a pure 
performance test (VGP). 
 
Finally, the principle of the German hunting dog system and its organizational structures 
was explained to the North American breeders and handlers in all three seminars. The 
background knowledge conveyed was generally met with great interest. 
 
To be able to conduct these seminars, my wife and I flew from Frankfurt to Detroit in 
2000, rented a car and drove to friends in Burr Oak, MI. From there, our journey led us 
to northern Michigan. We crossed the Canadian border near Sault Ste. Marie. and then 
drove through Ottawa to Cornwall on the St. Lawrence River. The first seminar was well 
attended by members of VDD-GCA and Deutsch-Kurzhaar (NADKC), as well as by 
Association Judges from Canada and the northern U.S. states. My poor English skills 
were compensated by translations from my wife. Her translations became indispensable 
at subsequent seminars in the days ahead. 
 
From Canada the journey continued to Robinsville, NJ, for the seminar organized by 
Nancy Bohs. In the course of the seminar, critical questions about the JGHV testing 
system were formulated, indicating that the JGHV and breed clubs needed to do a much 
better job of communicating their organizational structures and objectives to their North 
American friends. 
 
In appreciation for the informative seminar, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Nichols organized a short 
stay for my wife and me at a posh hotel in Atlantic City. 
 
After Atlantic City we drove to St. Clair, Missouri, where Jack Mansfield had taken over 
the event organization. So, in addition to Roger M. Green and GNA members, the then 
NADKC Chairman Mat Oaks and other NADKC members were present. Following the 
third seminar in St. Clair, it became apparent that several privately translated versions of 
the JGHV Test Regulations existed which had not been authorized by the JGHV. Roger 
M. Green recognized this problem and we immediately agreed that official Test 
Regulations in English, authorized by the JGHV, would have to be created as a matter 
of priority. We were convinced that this was the only way to achieve uniform judging at 
JGHV tests in North America. This task was to become my focus for the next few years. 
 
In addition to the translations, the aim was to avoid language difficulties. As a result, the 
JGHV Test Regulations were printed identically, page by page and paragraph by 
paragraph. With this, the JGHV Test Regulations were identical in both languages. In 
this way, language difficulties in judging could be largely eliminated. 
 
By 2001, I was able to present the authorized JGHV Test Regulations in English at a 
Judges seminar in Casper, WY. The translations had been done by Dr. Steve 
Kohlmann. 
 
While there, Roger M. Green described his plans to establish an alternative HZP to the 
Hegewald Fall Breed Test for the American Deutsch-Drahthaar members. He intended 
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to conduct the test under the name "Armbruster Fall Breed Test" in memory of the club's 
founder.  
 
Now it was necessary to convince the leadership of VDD and the JGHV Executive 
Board as well as the JGHV Studbook Commission in Germany of the value of this 
initiative. In the end, it was my task as Business Manager of the DD World Federation 
and Member of the JGHV Executive Board to assume this responsibility. 
 
This effort was a success, as the 1st Armbruster Fall Breed Test had already been held 
in 2002 in Aberdeen, SD. On the day before the test a Judges' Seminar and a Judges' 
Meeting, were held. As the elected Vice President of the JGHV, I was able to announce 
the mandatory introduction of the English language JGHV Test Regulations. All 
Association Judges received a freshly printed JGHV-VZPO that day.  
 
For GNA and its Chairman, Roger M. Green, further difficulties became apparent. They 
involved testing dates and reporting to the JGHV Stammbuchamt. Roger pleaded for a 
solution that was judged to be complicated and difficult to implement. Substantial 
reservations and difficulties had to be cleared away with good arguments before the 
JGHV Executive Board. In the end, however, the project was launched. 
  
At the GNA board meeting in Franklin, TN, on June 23-25, 2005, Roger M. Green was 
awarded a JGHV achievement plaque for his dedication.  
 
At the same meeting, Astrid Geisler served for the first time as a linguistically proficient 
translator. On this day she also agreed to work as a translator for both VDD and the 
JGHV. She had been recruited by Roger for this voluntary and subsequently successful 
work. Without her unprecedented contribution, both the JGHV and VDD would not have 
had the professional translations of their club bylaws, regulations, forms, etc., in the 
years that followed. 
 
At the same time, Roger and I were able to inform the GNA Board of Directors and GNA 
members present during the meeting that the JGHV was working on a solution regarding 
the future testing system in North America.  
 
The JGHV Test Regulations and internal reporting procedures could not be changed. At 
the same time, the solution had to contain the necessary adjustments to the JGHV Test 
Regulations required in the USA and Canada as opposed to the prevailing conditions in 
Germany. Thus, the different climate, geography and wildlife conditions in North 
America had to be adapted to the German testing system.  
 
The preparations for this began immediately after the meeting in Franklin, when I was 
again a guest of the Green family in Evansville, WY.  
 
In the JGHV Studbook Commission (Stabuko-Stammbuchkommission) there was a 
heated debate about the hare population in North America. The hare track is considered 
an indispensable part of the JGHV natural ability tests. There was no agreement on the 
ability to test the hare track. Therefore, as the person who initiated the debate, I was 
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challenged to provide the Studbook Commission with the fundamental principles of 
being able to test hare tracks in North America. 
 
Against this background Roger M. Green drove with me and one of his Deutsch-
Drahthaar bitches into the prairie to look for hare. The hare were to be presented and 
filmed as evidence. Eventually we found two populations with different flight behaviors, 
which could also be filmed. A short time later Roger sent me in Germany extensive 
documentation about hare populations in North America. 
 
Following this GNA meeting in Franklin and the subsequent pleasant days visiting the 
Green family in Evansville, WY, two very well attended Association Judges' Training 
Seminars followed in Lawton, OK, (VDD-GNA) and in Dundee, MI, (NADKC). 
It should be noted in this context that Association Judges and interested handlers of 
other German hunting dog breeds also participated with great interest in these last two 
seminars. 
 
In Germany, however, the debates continued intensively on how the varying wildlife 
biology, climate, geographic and time differences could be adapted to the German test 
requirements. For example, the topic of predatory game species living in North America 
was discussed in the Stabuko. Which predatory game species could be recognized and 
which could not? The same was true for feathered game species. Here again, my 
personal experiences from trips to North America were helpful. 
 
During these extensive discussions in the JGHV committees it became clear that only a 
uniformly understandable listing of all deviations in North American conditions compared 
to those existing in Germany had to be created. Only in this way could the Stabuko be 
convinced in terms of content. Against this background, I created the so-called "Matrix". 
It proved to be a constructive and practical instrument in the further course of the 
debates on recognition of North American test practice. 
 
In the end, thanks are due to the tireless support of Roger M. Green, who forwarded me  
the required information as an aid in decision-making. The JGHV Studbook Commission 
and the JGHV Executive Board were thus able to recognize and declare as binding the 
requirements for North America in the summer of 2006, all of which were listed in a 
document called the "Matrix".  
 
In Germany, the Board of Directors of the main breed and testing clubs in the JGHV had 
soon thereafter agreed to the template, so that the "Matrix" was given the green light 
and, in principle, is still valid today. It has proven itself in testing practice over the years 
and is still used successfully in North America.   
 
In the same year, on the occasion of the 4th Armbruster in Connesville, Ohio, held in 
2006, I presented the official and authorized Matrix at the Association Judges’ 
Continuing Education Seminar to the Board of Directors, Association Judges and dog 
handlers. 
 
Also, changes to the HZP, which had been approved at the JGHV General Meeting in 
March 2006, were presented during this event and became effective immediately. 
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During this year Roger M. Green had handed over his Chairmanship to Bryon Beaton. 
 
In the meantime, Astrid Geisler had translated the JGHV Bylaws, the JGHV Regulations 
and General Guidelines in close cooperation with the JGHV Business Manager, Dr. Lutz 
Frank. The translations were presented to GNA and other JGHV member clubs in North 
America in 2007. 
 
Apart from the translation work for the JGHV, Astrid Geisler translated the Bylaws, the 
Breeding Regulations of VDD at the same time and therewith contributed significantly to 
their implementation at GNA.  
 
Meanwhile, Bryon Beaton continued the pioneering work with the JGHV testing system 
in the spirit of his predecessor. A particularly complex and especially difficult issue was 
the introduction of the new and completely revised JGHV Regulations for Association 
Judges. In 2008 Bryon Beaton joined me in presenting the English language version to 
GNA.  
 
Extensive discussions began, not only within GNA, about the more difficult educational 
and training conditions for JGHV Association Judges in North America. But due to the 
existing legal situation in Germany, the guidelines had to be followed and did not allow 
any exceptions.   
 
In 2009, the electronic design of the bilingual JGHV forms (Formblätter) and their 
implementation in the JGHV reporting system began. Again, the support of GNA 
Chairman Bryon Beaton and Astrid Geisler was the basis for the subsequent success. 
 
The development of the JGHV testing system in North America by the VDD North 
America group had aroused the interest of other breed clubs of German hunting dog 
breeds. They also intended to breed according to the motto "Through performance to 
type". They contacted me to inquire under what circumstances establishing a group of 
their breed in North America would be possible. These wishes could only be fulfilled if 
the German breed clubs did not oppose the creation of such a group. As a result, with 
my support, further JGHV breed clubs were established in North America. 
 
Before this development, I felt the need to create an "Interest Group of North American 
Members (IGNAM)" in 2011, in order to take advantage of the opportunities to exchange 
knowledge and problems with the North American JGHV member clubs in advance of 
the JGHV General Meetings.Unfortunately, the initial successes could not be continued 
in the spirit of the project due to differences within the North American JGHV member 
clubs. 
 
In 2014 I decided not to run again for the JGHV Executive Board for reasons of age. The 
prerequisites for an ordered JGHV testing system in North America had been created 
and implemented in the preceding years. In the following years, further invitations from 
North American breed and test clubs followed, which I gladly accepted.  
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In retrospect, let me sum up: 
 
Without the strong support of VDD-GNA and its Chairmen Roger M. Green and Bryon 
Beaton, as well as their dedicated club members, the JGHV testing system could not 
have been introduced so successfully in North America. Both Chairmen deserve our 
respect, appreciation, and thanks for their tireless commitment to the JGHV's hunting 
dog system in North America. 
 
On a personal note, I would like to thank the Green family for their generous hospitality 
and sincere friendship. Without them, it would not have been possible for me to 
experience the magnificent landscapes of the Midwest, the Cody Museum, Yellowstone 
National Park, Jackson and Grand Teton National Parks, or Indian reservations, or even 
to accept an invitation to the "Kiowa Tribe Celebration" in Oklahoma. Unforgettable 
experiences. 
 
But without the strong support of North American hunting dog handlers, regardless of 
breed and club affiliation, this great success would not have been possible. Sincere 
thanks are due to all of them for their support. 
 
Let me also mention that my wife and I were shown great hospitality by Gary and Sandy 
Hodson, as well as by the Breed Warden George Boyd, both from VDD-GCA Canada.  
From this, too, close friendships developed that have lasted for years. 
 

                                                                                       
Lutzhorn, October 27, 2021    Wolf Schmidt-Körby 
        Former Vice President 
        Archivist of the JGHV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


